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In psychology and neuroscience,
multiple object tracking (MOT) refers to
the ability of humans and other animals
to simultaneously monitor multiple
objects as they move. It is also the term
for a laboratory technique used to study
this ability.

In an MOT study, a number of identical
and moving objects are presented on a
display, and a subset are designated as
targets. Study participants try to monitor
the changing positions of the targets as
they and the distractors move about. At
the end of the trial, participants must
indicate the new positions of the targets.
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Figure 1 |  Sequence of events in a typical
MOT task

Teeeea, CC-BY-SA 4.0 (https://creativecom
mons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en).

The results of MOT experiments have
revealed dramatic limitations on humans'
ability to simultaneously monitor
multiple moving objects. For example,
awareness of features such as color and
shape are disrupted by the objects'
movement.

In the 1970s, the researcher Zenon Pylyshyn postulated the existence of a "primitive visual process" in the
human brain capable of “indexing and tracking features or feature-clusters”. Using this process, cognitive
processes can continuously refer to, or "track", objects despite movement of the objects causing them to
stimulate different visual neurons over time.[1] Data collected with Pylyshyn's multiple object tracking
(MOT) protocol and published in 1988 provided the first formal demonstration that the mind can keep track
of the changing positions of multiple moving objects.[1] As a more specific theory of this ability, Pylyshyn
proposed FINST (Fingers of Instantiation) theory, which claims that tracking is mediated by a fixed set of
discrete pointers. While FINST theory has been very influential, many studies have found evidence that
seems inconsistent with the theory.[2]

A typical MOT study involves the presentation of between eight
and twelve objects. The participant is told to monitor the positions
of a subset of the objects — the "targets". After the targets are
indicated, they become identical in appearance to the other
objects, which are termed the "distractors". The targets and the
distractors move about the screen for several seconds, after which
the participant reports which of the objects are the targets,
typically by clicking on the targets with a computer mouse or
trackpad. The MOT task thus provides a test of whether the
person mentally updated the positions of the targets as they
moved.

Variations on the task have been designed to probe specific
aspects of how the mind tracks moving objects. Such variations
have involved the use of particular object trajectories, spacings, and speeds, and combining the task with
other tasks.
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MOT study results indicate that the number of targets that people can track is very limited. This reflects a
bottleneck in the brain's processing architecture. While at the early, sensory stages of visual processing,
dozens of objects may be fully processed, later processes such as those associated with cognition have
much more limited capacity to process visual objects.[3]

The specific number of visual objects that people can accurately track varies widely with display
parameters, contrary to a common belief that people can track no more than four or five objects.[3] Even for
a fixed set of display parameters, rather than there being a clear limit, performance falls gradually with the
number of targets.[3] Such findings undermine Pylyshyn's FINST theory that tracking is mediated by a
fixed set of discrete pointers.[4]

The above limitations appear to stem from processes specific to the two cerebral hemispheres. The
independence of the limits in the two hemifields is demonstrated by findings that when one is tracking the
maximum number that can be tracked in the left hemifield (which is processed by the right cerebral
hemisphere), one can add targets to the right hemifield (which is processed by the left cerebral hemisphere)
at little to no cost to performance.[5][6]

If the objects of a display are not sufficiently widely spaced, the objects will be difficult to identify and
select with attention due to spatial crowding[7], which can prevent tracking.[8][9] High object speeds have a
similar effect - faster objects are harder to track, and humans are completely unable to track objects that
move sufficiently fast. This "speed limit", however, is much slower than the maximum object speed at
which humans can judge the object's movement direction.[6][10] This dissociation between motion
perception and object tracking is thought to reflect the existence of dedicated motion detectors in the human
visual system that mediate direction judgments but do not suffice for tracking.

As an object's speed is increased, temporal crowding can result and prevent tracking well before the
tracking speed limit is reached.[10][11] In a circular array of widely-spaced targets and distractors, for
example, participants could not track three targets if the locations traversed were visited by objects more
than three times per second, and this was true even if the objects were moving at a relatively slow speed.
The temporal crowding limit on tracking becomes more severe as the number of targets increases.[11][12]

As the spatial, temporal, and speed limits are approached, tracking performance decreases gradually[9][11]

and in typical MOT displays, it is unclear which of these limits, or what combination of them, determine the
maximum number of targets that can be tracked.[3] For the spatial limit, one study found little to no effect
beyond the Bouma's law crowding zone.[13] Typical MOT studies do not enforce sufficient spacing
between objects to avoid spatial crowding, so spatial crowding is one factor in most displays.[3]

Brains seem to continuously predict certain aspects of the future.[14][15] Human object tracking
performance is higher when object trajectories are predictable, suggesting that some form of prediction is
occurring. The benefit seems to disappear when there are just one or two targets,[16][17] suggesting that any
prediction happening is more limited in processing capacity than other aspects of object tracking.

In most published studies, predictability of objects' future positions is confounded with the objects being
distinguishable from each other on the basis of their different motions. In such experiments, the difference
in targets' and distractors' motion directions or accelerations may be the facilitator of tracking rather than
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prediction of future positions.[18] Indeed, distinctiveness of motion directions alone facilitates tracking,[18]

thus any role played by the prediction of future positions remains unclear.

The classic MOT task requires updating of targets' positions but not their other features. People appear to
be less able to update the other features of targets, and have difficulty even in maintaining their knowledge
of such features as the associated objects move. In one study, Zenon Pylyshyn assigned distinct identities to
four identical targets, either by giving them names or by giving them easily-identifiable starting positions:
the four corners of the screen. In addition to the usual task at the end of the trial of identifying which objects
were the targets, participants also were asked about the identity of the targets - which one each was.
Contrary to what Pylyshyn expected from his FINST theory, accuracy at identifying which target was
which was very low, even when accuracy reporting the targets' positions was high.[19]

To assess maintenance of knowledge of object identities, one series of experiments used cartoon animals as
targets and distractors that all moved about the screen. By the end of each trial, the animals came to rest
behind cartoons of cacti, so that their identities were no longer visible. Participants were asked where a
particular target (e.g., the cartoon rabbit) had gone - that is, which occluder it was hiding behind. In this
multiple identity tracking (MIT) task, as tasks like this have come to be known, performance was much
worse than in the standard MOT task of reporting target locations irrespective of which target a location
belonged to.[20]

The deficit in updating the locations of featural and identity information may reflect a more general deficit
in updating the locations of objects in visual short-term memory. In a study using a shell game in which the
shells hid brightly-colored balls of wool, pairs of shells were swapped at a slow rate of once a second, but
accuracy judging which shell contained a particular color fell to 80% accuracy among Harvard
undergraduates when there were four swaps in a simple three-shell display, compared to 95% accuracy for
four swaps with a two-shell display.[21]

The term "object files" refers to the idea that the various features of a visual object are represented in
memory and the location associated with this memory is updated as the object moves.[22] In "object files"
studies, updating is assessed by measuring response time to features previously associated with the object,
in the object's new location (priming). While one might expect this to tap into the same processing as an
MIT task, the relationship between the two is unclear, as the trajectory over which object memories are
updated in the object files paradigm can seemingly be different than that which is perceived and tracked.[23]

In the studies mentioned so far, the objects involved did not change any of their features besides their
positions, so the task was to maintain knowledge of (unchanging) features while updating their positions.
Change blindness studies show that in many circumstances, people do poorly at noticing that features have
changed. A famous demonstration involves placing a blank screen between the presentation of two versions
of a screen to mask the flicker that would otherwise be associated with a change. Change blindness also
occurs when the flicker evoked by the change is masked by the objects' motion.[24][25] That, however, may
only mean that nothing is comparing the features present before and after the change; it does not necessarily
mean that object representations are not updated, so other studies are needed.

A related issue is whether tracking can occur on the basis not only of smooth changes in the position of an
object, but also on the basis of smooth changes in an object's other features. In a tracking experiment in
which two objects were always spatially superposed, the objects maintained their separate identities based
on smooth continuity of their colors, orientations, and spatial frequencies. The participants could only track
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one such object,[26] suggesting no ability to capitalize on spatiotemporal feature continuity for features
other than position, although this has not yet been tested for cases in which the targets do not overlap
(overlap may trigger figure-ground interference).

Many objects have clearly-visible parts. A dumbbell, for example, has a central bar part and has the weights
at the bar's ends. Even when such parts are conspicuous, people can have difficulty tracking an individual
part of multiple objects. When individual ends of multiple dumbbell-shaped drawings are designated as
targets, tracking performance is poor.[27][28] Performance was even worse when participants attempted to
track one end of multiple moving lines, where the lines were uniform without distinct parts. Evidently, the
mental processes that underlie tracking of multiple objects operate on a particular type of object
representation that differs from what we can consciously recognize. Possibly the representation used for
tracking is shared by that used when searching for a particular colored shape that is hidden among many
other shapes; visual search is hindered by connecting targets to distractors.[3][29]

For some types of "objects" that are not segmented as such by early visual processing, not even a single
instance can be tracked. Stuart Anstis has shown that people are unable to track the intersection of two lines
sliding over each other, except possibly at very slow speeds.[30]

Some things change shape as they move, such as liquids and slinkys. For slinky-like objects that moved by
extending their leading edges to a point and then retracting their trailing edges, vanMarle and Scholl found
that tracking performance was poor.[31] The underlying reason for this remains unclear, but one sudy found
that reporting the location of even one object is impaired by growth or contraction of the object in the
corresponding dimension, which may contribute to the tracking failure.[27]

Overlap among the processes underlying mental abilities can be revealed by what types of concurrent tasks
interfere with each other. Attempting to track multiple visual objects typically interferes with other tasks,[32]

even for tasks with stimuli in other modalities.[33][34] Unfortunately, it can be difficult to determine whether
this reflects processing somewhat specific to our ability to track or instead reflects the processing necessary
to initiate and sustain a wide variety of tasks. One exception to the usual finding of interference with other
tasks is that an auditory pitch discrimination task was found to not interfere with visual multiple object
tracking.[35] With a task designed as an auditory analog of tracking rather than just requiring discrimination
of a few pitches, Daryl Fougnie et al. found that the task interfered approximately as much with visual
object tracking as did a visual feature-tracking task. This suggests that auditory and visual tracking are
limited by a common processing resource.[36] More work needs to be done, however, to square this with
the hemifield-specific nature of the visual tracking limit.[3]

Neuroimaging studies find that activation of areas of the parietal cortex increase with the number of objects
tracked, suggesting that the parietal cortex plays a role in humans' limited capacity for tracking.[37][38][39]

Activation of other brain areas also seems to increase with target load, but the particular areas may be less
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consistent across studies than the parietal cortex finding. The size of participants' pupils also increases with
the number of objects tracked. The pupil size increase, which also is caused by mental effort in other tasks,
may reflect norepinephrine release from the locus coeruleus.[39][40]

Objects presented to the left visual hemifield are processed initially by the right cerebral hemisphere, while
stimuli presented to the right visual hemifield are processed initially by the left cerebral hemisphere. While
there are independent capacity limits in the two hemifields, the number of objects that can be tracked in
each hemifield is very similar, although there may be a small right-hemifield advantage.[3] A right hemifield
advantage is consistent with a contribution by both parietal cortices to tracking in the right hemifield. Both
parietal cortices are also thought to contribute to other attentional functions in the right hemifield.[41] An
electrophysiological study found a robust correlation between tracking performance and the effect of
number of targets on the N2pc event-related potential and also contralateral delay activity.[42]

Although the tracking capacity limit is largely set separately by the two cerebral hemispheres, a more
unified and cognitive resource also can contribute to tracking. For example, if there is only one target, one
can bring one's full cognitive abilities to bear, such as in predicting future positions, to facilitate tracking.
When more targets are present, these resources may still play a role.[3]

Measures of multiple object tracking typically show high reliability,[43][44][45][46] which is just to say that
testing a person twice is likely to yield similar results on the two occasions. This means that the substantial
variation in the number of objects study participants seem able to track[47][48] (for one version of the task,
people ranged between one and six targets[49]) likely reflects real variation in ability. Although studies have
failed to assess how much of this could be due to variation in individuals' motivation, one study used top
military recruits exclusively, a sample that was likely to be well-motivated.[49]

Tracking performance appears to fall steeply with age.[12][50][51] Age-related increase in spatial
crowding[52] and temporal crowding[12] may contribute to this.

While some have used MOT to elicit sustained attention by study participants, a study with a large number
of participants found little correlation with a continuous performance task specifically designed to measure
lapses in attention.[53] MOT may, then, be forgiving of lapses in attention, which is consistent with findings
that for typical displays, participants can perform well in MOT even if they are occasionally briefly
interrupted, as their tracking processes are able to pick up where they left off.[32][54]

One approach to investigating which tasks share underlying processing is to test participants on several
different tasks to determine which tasks have the highest correlations across individuals. The results of
studies that have done this with MOT have not been entirely consistent with each other, so which tasks
yield the highest correlation with MOT performance is not yet clear. However, multiple studies find that
visual working memory is one of the most highly-correlated tasks.[43][55] The correlation is consistent with
broader findings that working memory tasks are among the best predictors of performance in a wide range
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of tasks.[56] Possibly this reflects underlying mechanisms of maintaining goal-relevant information in
memory (such as which objects are the targets?) and disengaging from outdated or irrelevant
information.[57]

Some professional sports teams use laboratory-style MOT tests for ability assessment and for training.[58]

Associates of the company that makes the "Neurotracker" MOT product claim that Neurotracker is a
"cognitive enhancer" that improves a variety of abilities relevant to performance on the sports field, but the
evidence in the studies purporting to show this is weak.[59] Another reason for skepticism of such claims is
the poor track record of other commercial "brain training" products advertised for their cognitive-enhancing
effects.[58][60]

While it is unlikely that training on laboratory-style MOT tasks yields broad mental benefits, when more
rigorous studies are done, it is possible that firm evidence may support the use of tasks related to MOT for
screening or training purposes for specific purposes. Regarding screening, however, one study found that
laboratory MOT performance did not predict driving test performance as well as the Montreal Cognitive
Assessment, a trail-making task, or a useful field-of-view task.[61] A multiple object avoidance (MOA) task,
involving steering a ball with a computer mouse to prevent it from colliding with other moving balls on a
computer screen, was found to correlate better with driving performance than MOT.[62] In another study,
strong positive correlations with MOA performance were found with driving simulator performance and
years of driving experience.[63] This may be because MOA includes control of movement, which is
necessary for driving, but is not required for MOT.[3]

Recent models agree with Pylyshyn's original FINST theory on the point that positions are updated in
parallel, but some suggest that other features are updated by a process that must serially switch among the
targets.[64][65][66][67] The IMOT model of Lovett, Bridewell, & Bello, for example, uses a parallel process
to track based on smooth changes in position, using visual pointers that are shared with visual short-term
memory and other visual attention tasks. A serial selection component that operates on only one object at a
time enables access to a target's motion history and other features.[68] Unfortunately, no single published
model purports to explain all three of the following: the difficulty with tracking parts of objects, the
dissociation between position and non-positional features, and the role of temporal interference.

The apparent dissociation between knowledge of object locations and knowledge of their other features
may be related to the role of attentional selection in feature binding. According to feature integration theory,
serial attention is required to bind together individual non-position features with their locations. Because
multiple object tracking appears to involve attending to multiple features simultaneously, it follows from
feature integration theory that feature updating cannot be done for multiple objects. What was not
necessarily expected from feature integration theory is that features or identifies of multiple moving objects
cannot even be maintained. Treisman's contribution to influential foundational work on object files may
have led many researchers to expect that once objects are bound, they would be maintained. Perhaps bound
object files should be conceived of as being "hard to move".

Use in ability testing and training

Theories and models

Conclusion (which won't be included in any eventual Wikipedia
article)
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Serial attention may also be needed to create the full representations of objects that we are familiar with
from introspection during focused attention. Without time for serial attention to visit individual objects,
tracking may have to rely on proto-objects,[69] which could explain humans' difficulty in tracking parts of
objects.[27][28]

While tracking capacity is independent in the left and right visual hemifields, the neural basis of this has
been hardly investigated, so we know very little about this hemisphere-specific visual attention process. For
example, we do not know whether the interference documented with other tasks is mediated by
hemisphere-specific processes. The temporal crowding phenomenon described in the "Spatiotemporal
limits" section is also relevant to interference with other tasks. Researchers rarely analyze how often target
locations must be sampled to avoid confusion with distractors. For some of the MOT displays typically
used, one might be able to attend to another task for hundreds of milliseconds and still be able to recover
the targets based on proximity to their last location. Future studies should use displays where the temporal
crowding level is assessed and controlled, as in those of Holcombe & Chen.[11] This may result in higher
correlations with tasks that measure whether attention is continuously sustained than in the study by
Fortenbaugh et al.[53]

The author has no competing interests, other than that the article cites some of the author's research,
including a scholarly book (for which the author does not earn royalties).

No original research on humans was conducted for this article.
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